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The overall objective of the Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology Combustion 
Project i s  to develop and verify improved and more accurate analysis methods 
for increasing the a b i l i t y  to  design with confidence the combustion system 
for advanced a i r c ra f t  turbine engines. The analysis methods developed will 
be generically applicable t o  combustion systems and not restr ic ted t o  one 
specific engine or  manufacturer. 
This project ' s  approach was to  f i r s t  assess and evaluate existing combustor 
aerothermal anaqysis models by means of a contracted e f fo r t  jni t ia ted during 
FY '82. This evaluation e f fo r t  has assessed and quantified known models' 
strengths and deficiencies. The resul ts  of th i s  assessment will be summarized 
l a t e r  in t h i s  report by the three contractors Garrett ,  General Electric and 
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft  who conducted t h i s  independent evaluation. A 
balanced contract and in-house program will then be conducted to  support, 
focus, and accelerate the development of new methods to  more accurately pre- 
dict  and model the physical phenomena occurring within the combustor. This 
program will include both analytical and experimental research ef for t s  in 
the areas of aerothermal modeling and l i n e r  cyclic l i f e .  
During FY ' 84  the Aerothermal Modeling Program - Phase I1 will be in i t i a t ed ,  
which i s  expected to  have contracted model development e f for t s  in the areas 
of improved numerical methods for turbulent viscous flows, flow interactions,  
and fuel spray flow-field interactions.  A Phase I11 e f fo r t  i s  planned to  add- 
ress remaining model deficiencies. The primary in-house e f fo r t  in t h i s  area 
will be the determination of high pressure flame radiation character is t ics  in 
a fu l l  annular combustor. This experiment will be conducted i n  the NASA LeRC 
High Pressure Facili ty with the resul ts  compiled into a comprehensive flame 
radiation and l i n e r  heat flux model. 
In the area of l i n e r  cyclic l i f e ,  HOST i s  engaged in a co-operative e f fo r t  
with Pra-t and Whitney Aircraft t o  develop a t e s t  apparatus to  economically 
determine combustor thermal s t ra ins  and cyclic l i f e .  This t e s t  apparatus 
will be run in-house a t  NASA LeRC and will be the t e s t  vehicle for  many of 
the advanced high temperature instruments developed under HOST sponsorship. 
The fundamental data generated in th i s  project will be used to  assess and 
further develop current analytical 1 iner  1 i  fe programs. 
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The main objective of the NASA-sponsored Aerothermal Modeling Pro- 
gram, Phase I, was to assess current aerothermal submodels used in the 
Garrett Turbine Engine Company (GTEC) analytical combustor models. 
A number of "benchmark" quality test cases were selected after an 
extensive literature survey (ref. 1). The selected test cases, includ- 
ing both nonreacting and reacting flows, were broadly divided into the 
following categories: 
o Simple flows 
o Complex nonswirling flows 
o Swirling flows 
o Dilution jet mixing in con£ ined cross€ lows. 
These test cases were used to assess the following submodels sepa- 
rately and jointly for various combustion processes: 
o k-€ model of turbulence and algebraic stress model, with and 
without various corrections, including low Reynolds number and 
Richardson number corrections 
o Scalar transport models 
o Multistep kinetic schemes 
o Turbulence/chemistry interaction 
o Spray combustion. 
Based upon the Phase I work, the following assessments of the sub- 
models were made: 
o The k-€ model and its modifications give good correlations for 
- Simple flows 
- Far-field regimes of nonswirling/swirling flows involv- 
ing regions of recirculation 
- Non-recirculating swirling flows 
- Outer regions of strong swirling flows. 
o These models give reasonable correlations for 
- Nonswirling recirculating flows excluding the vicinity 
of any attachment point 
- Confined disk flow with a central jet 
- Shear layer of strong swirling flows 
- Confined swirler with hub and shroud expansions. 
The k-E model and its modifications predict only the trends in 
recirculation zones of swirling flows and confined swirler flows without 
outer expansion. 
The Reynolds stresses predicted by the algebraic stress model (ASM) 
correlate well for simple flows. The ASM correctly predicts the normal 
stresses in nonswirling recirculating flows. The ASM predictions give 
reasonable correlations for: 
o Shear stresses in nonswirling recirculating flows 
o Normal stresses in swirling flows. 
For predicting the scalar transport, the k-€ model with constant 
Prandtl number gives good correlation where the gradient diffusion 
approximation is valid. The algebraic scalar transport model is a prom- 
ising approach and more validation efforts are needed. 
On the turbulence/chemistry interaction models, the following gen- 
eral conclusions were made: 
o Both two-step and four-step kinetic schemes show promise 
o A modified eddy breakup model can easily be extended to multi- 
step kinetic schemes 
o Bilger ' s two-reaction-zone model gives good results for jet 
flames, but requires more work. 
When dilution jet mixing was considered, the three-dimensional ana- 
lytical model had the following characteristics: 
o Slightly underpredicted jet penetration 
o Centerline temperatures predicted well 
o Transverse mixing predictions slower than data 
o Effect of S/D, H/D, J on mixing predicted correctly (where D = 
geometric orifice diameter, H = local duct height at the sur- 
vey plane, J = jet versus mainstream momentum ratio, S = ori- 
fice spacing) 
o Good correlation for jet injection from 
- One wall 
- Both walls - inline orifices 
- B ~ t h  walls - staggered orifices 
The following general conclusions were derived from the Phase I 
work (ref. 2): 
o An accurate numerical scheme should be developed to minimize 
numerical diffusion in the computations of recirculating flows 
o Benchmark quality data should be generated under well defined 
environments for validating the various submodels used in gas 
turbine combustion analysis 
o Although current aerothermal models make reasonable predie- 
tions, intensive model development and validation efforts 
should continue for the following submodels: 
- Algebraic stress model 
- Algebraic scalar transport model 
- Two-step and four-step schemes 
- Probability density function approach for a two-step 
scheme 
- Double-reaction-zone model. 
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